
R ? Define and Use Tero andr"r Negative Exponents

@@ You used properties of exponents to stmplify expressions.

]@ You will use zero and negative exponents.

@ so you can compare masses, as in Ex. 52.

Key Vocabulary In the activity, you saw what happens when you raise a number to a zero or
. reciprocal, p. 915 negative exponent. The activity suggests the following definitions.

Definition ofTero and Negative Exponents
Words
a to the zero power is l.

a-u is the reciprocal of a'.

an is the reciprocal of a-n

Algebra
ao:I,a*0
o-n: L,a* o

ar:J=,a*o

Example
50:l
o-I-l. -2
._ I--- 2-l

SIMPLIFY
EXPRESSIONS
iliili;'b;ffi;ilh;"""
simplifying powers
with numerical bases,
evaluate the numerical
power.

Use definition of zero and exponents
ug-2:\

32
Definltion of negative exponents

Evaluate exponent.

b. (-Z)0: f Deflnitionof zeroexponent

". (+)-' : # Deftnition of negative exponents
\s/
l_: i Evaluateexponent.

25

= 25 Simplify by multiplying numerator and denominator by 25.

d. 0-s :fiOndefinea; o-nisdefinedonlyfor anonzeronumbera.

_/ , eutoED PRAGTIcE for Exampte't_--1
j Evaluate the expression.

I '. (3[ z. e$-z s. 1 4. (-l)o
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PROPERTIES OF EXPONENTS The properties of exponents you learned in
Lessons 8.1 and 8.2 can be used with negative or zero exponents.

Properties of Exponents
Let a and b be real numbers, and let m and n be integers.

am - an: a^* n Productofpowersproperty

(a^)n : a^n Power of a power property

(ab)^ : a^b* Power of a product property

4 : at - n, a * 0 Quotient of powers property
n"

(1)* : #, O * 0 Power of a quotient property

Evaluate

a. 6-a o 64 - 6-4 + 4 Product of powers property

: 60 Add exponents.

: I Definition of zero exponent

n. Q-2)2 : 4-2'2 Power of a power property

_l
44

I
256

c. I, :34
3-4 :BI

d.+:5-t-2
.-3:J

_1
53

_l
r25

Multiply exponents.

Definition of negative exPonents

Evaluate pou/er.

Definition of negative exponents

Evaluate power.

Quotient of powers proPertY

Subtract exponents.

Definition of negative exPonents

Evaluate power.

Guroro PnACTIcE for ExamPle 2

Evaluate the expression.
-lc. --;

4-r
6.(S-:)-t

^-)
z. (-g)s. (-g)-t I b -'62
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Use

Simplify the expression. Write your answer using only positive exponents.
u 12xy-s)3 :23 . f. (y-s;: powerofaproductproperty

of

b. Qi-:v::
-4xry,

:8'f'Y-rs
=8f

y'u

(2i2?4x2y2)

:vt
(+x\eqx2y2)

:vu
-l\xayz

__lt
16xa

ys

Power of a power property

Definition of negative exponents

Definition of negative exponents

Power of a product property

Product of powers property

Quotient of powers property

9.

@tneceenfiebri, at ctasszone.com

Standardized Test Practice

The order of magnitude of the mass of a
polyphemus moth larva when it hatches is
10-3 gram. During the first 56 days of its life,
the moth larva can eat about 105 times its own
mass in food. About how many grams of food
can the moth larva eat during its first 56 days?

@ lo-rsgram @ o.ooooooolgram

G) loo grams @ to,ooo,ooo grams

Solution
To find the amount of food the moth larva can eat in the first
56 days of its life, multiply its original mass, t0-3, by 105.

105. 10-3 : 10s+(-3) : 102 : 100
The moth larva can eat about 100 grams of food in the first 56 days of its life.
) The correct answer is C. @ @ @ @

Guneo [tnAcrlcE , for Examples 3 and 4

Simplify the expresslon '{t. Write your answer using only positiveexponents. lt'Y
SCIENCE The order of magnitude of the mass of a proton is lOa times
greater than the order of magnitude of the mass of an electron, which
is 10-27 gram. Find the order of magnitude of the mass of a proton.

Not to scale

10.
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8.3 EXERCISES

EXAMPLE T

HOMEWORK:
KEY:

/.) = WoRKED-OUT SOLUTTOITSv on p. wSlg for Exs. 11 and 53
tt = STAIIDARDIZEDTESTPRACTICE

Exs.2,44,45,54,and57
= MULTIPLE REPRESEI{TATIONS

Ex.55

l. VoGABULARY which definitions or properties wouldyou use to simplify
the expression 3s . 3-s? Explain.

2. * wRlrlltG Explnin why the expression 0-a is undefined.

EVALUATI NG EXPRESSIONS Evaluate the expression.
on p.503
for Exs. 3-14

EXAMPLE 2
on p. 504
for Exs.15-27

EXAMPLE 3
on p. 505
for Exs. 28-43

(3['
7-6 .74

@(?r'

3. 4-3

7. 20

4. Ts

8. (-4)0

s. (-3)-r

'. (i)'
(u-6
/-e\0\to/
o-2

Q-\z
6-3
6-5

'"'(;)

12.

16.

20.

24.

6.

10.

14.

18.

22.

26.

13.

t7.

21.

25.

0-3

(2-r)s

3-3
32

u'(#)

15.

19.

23.

27. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and
correct the error in evaluating
the expression -6 ' 30.

2-2 .2-3
1F

r/1\-t-\21

28. x-a
n_a32. tfy'

--236. f-
s-4

40. -l ^F2d-'

M. * itutrtPtEcHolcE

@ ,r-n

1

6-2

"G)

29. 2y 3

33. 5m-3n-a

37.+
Jr

41. --q-(3d)-5

@# @*"-
.20 .3)-2?

@#

S|MPIIFYING EXPRESSIONS Simplify the expresslon. Write your answer
using only positive exponents.

-o. so = -6.o V I-e ar
so. (4g)-3

s+. $x-2f)-s
3s. 8I+{
n.s+I

31.

35.

39.

43.

Which expression simplifies to zxa?

@#
45. * f,IULTIPLE cHotCE Which expression is equivalent to (-4

@ -12 @-#

(-rLD-2
(-15/d)o

1

t5xloy 8

Izly 7

(+*-'y u)'
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CHAIIENGE In Exercises 46-48, tell whether the statement is true for all
nonzero values of a and b. If it is not true, give a counterexample.

a7.4) =bb-t a
+e. 41: L

a-4 a 48. a-r + b-r: --]_:a+ b

49. REASONTNG For n > 0, what happens to the value of a-n as n increases?

EXAMPLE 4
on p.505
for Exs. 5O-54

50.

51.

MASS The mass of a grain of salt is about l0-a gram. About how many
grains of salt are in a box containing 100 grams of salt?

@HOmeTUtOr for problem solving help at classzone.com

MASS The mass of a grain of a certain type of rice is about 10-2 gram.
About how many grains of rice are in a box containing 103 grams of rice?
@HoneTutor for problem solving help at classzone.com

BOTANY The average mass of the fruit of the wolffia angusta plant is
about l0-a gram. The largest pumpkin ever recorded had a mlss of about
10" kilograms. About how many times greater is the mass of the largest
pumpkin than the mass of the fruit of the wolffia angusta plant?

MEDICINE A doctor collected about l0-2liter of blood from a patient
to run some tests. The doctor determined that a drop of the patient's
blood, or about 10-6liter, contained about 107 red blood celli. How
many red blood cells did the entire sample contain?

52.

54. * sHoRTREspoNsE Oneof thesmallest
plant seeds comes from an orchid, and
one of the largest plant seeds comes from
a giant fan palm. A seed from an orchid
has a mass of l0-e gram and is 1013 times
less massive than a seed from a giant fan
palm. A student says that the seed from
the giant fan palm has a mass of about
I kilogram. Is the student correct? Explain.

Orchid Giant fan palm

55. .lb MULTTpLE REpREsENTATToNS consider folding a piece of paper
in half a number of times.
a Making a Table Each time the paper is folded, record the number of

folds and the fraction of the original area in a table like the one shown.

Numberoffolds0i23
Fraction of original area ? ? ? ?

b. Writing an Expression Write an exponential expression for the
fraction ofthe original area ofthe paper using a base ofj.
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508 EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson 8.3, p. e4s @ onunE QUlz at ctasszone.com

57.

56. SCIENCE Diffusion is the movement of molecules from one location to
another. The time t (in seconds) it takes molecules to diffuse a distance

of x centimeters is given by , : #where D is the diffusion coefficient.

a You can examine a cross section of a drop of ink in water to see how
the ink diffuses. The diffusion coefficient for the molecules in the
drop of ink is about 10 s square centimeter per second. How long
wil[it take the ink to diffuse I micrometer (10-a centimeter)?

b. Check your answer to part (a) using unit analysis.

* ;xreNotD RESPoNSE The intensity of sound 1 (in watts per square
meter) can be modeled by1: 0.OBPd-z where P is the power (in watts) of
the sound's source and d is the distance (in meters) that you are from the
source ofthe sound.

Not to scale

What is the power (in watts) of the siren of the firetruck shown in the
diagram?
using the power of the siren you found in part (a), simplify the formula
for the intensity of sound from the siren.
Explainwhat happens to the intensity of the siren when you double
your distance from it.

5g. GHAILENGE coal can be burned to generate energy. The heat energy
in 1 pound of coal is about 104 BTU (British Thermal Units). Suppose
you haue a stereo. It takes about 10 pounds ofcoal to create the energy
needed to power the stereo for I year.

a. About how many BTUs does your stereo use in I year?

b. Suppose the power plant that delivers energy to your home produces
l0-l pound of sulfur dioxide for each 106 BTU of energy that it creates.
How much sulfur dioxide is added to the air by generating the energy
needed to power your stereo for I year?

TEST PRACTICE at classzone.com

b.

59. Which expression describes the area in square units of a rectangle that
has a widih of 3x3y2 and a length of 2xay3?

@ 6ry @ 6x'y' @ 6x'yu @ G"ttyu

60. The edge length of one cube is 3 times the edge length of another cube.
How miny times greater is the volume of the first cube than the volume
ofthe second cube?

@s @g @zz @er

lr H[xrD ftrulElt



Define and Use Fractional
Exponents
@lr Use fractional exponents.

KeyVocabulary
. cube root

In Lesson 2.7,you learned to write the square root of a number using a radical
sign. You can also write a square root of a number using exponents.

For any a > 0, suppose you want to write t/a as ak. Recall that a number b
(in this case, ak) is a square root of a number a provided b2 : a. Use this
definition to find a value for k as follows.

b2 : a Deflnition of square root
(ak)z: a substitute dtorb.

azk - ar Powerofapowerproperty

Because the bases are the same in the equatio n a2k : ar , the exponents must
be equal:

2k : I Setexponentsequal.
t_ lk : ; Solve for k

So, for a nonnegative number a, \/a : ar/2.

You can work with exponents of ] and multiples of I iust as you work with
integer exponents.

Evaluate

b. 25-r/2 - I
25r/2

_1
\lzs

_1
5

t-3/2 - n0/2).(-3)a -a

: (4r/2)-3
/ 

-\-a: (v4) "
- o-3

_1
23

:1
8

c. g5/2 : g(r/2). s d.
: (gv')u

: (v5)'
:35
:243

FRACTIOITAL EXPONENTS

just as you did with j.
You can work with other fractional exponents

Extension: Define and Use Fractional Exponents 5O9



GUBE RooTs If b3 : a,thenb is the cube root of a. For example, 23 : B, so 2 is
the cube root of 8. The cube root of a can be written usi/A or ar/3.

Evaluate cube roots
6. g-t/s - l.

gl/3

_l
VB

:-L
2

d. 125-2/3 : 125G/3). (-2)

: (125t/t1-2
,.':\t/rzs) "

-_):5 -

_1
-)5-

_1
25

PROPERTTES OF EXPONENTS The properties of exponents for integer
exponents also apply to fractional exponents.

Use

a. 27r/3 : fE
: V3':3

c. 64a/3 : 640/s). a

: (64113)4
I a-\4: (v64 /

:44
: ZSo

a. l2-r/2 . 125/2 : lzelD + jJt2)

: 12at2

:122
: I44

of

6l/3

:67/s
6t/3

:6Q/3) - (r/3)

EXAMPtES
L:.?r.11!L.?.......
on pp. 509-510
for Exs. 1-12

Evaluate the expression.

L roo3/2

4. 2162/3

7. g7/2 . g-3/z

2. l2l-t/2
5. 27-r/3

u.(+)"'(+)-"'

rr. (_64)-s/21_641+/t

3. BI-3/2

6. 343_2/3

g. 36s/2 . 36-ttz
(36-t)-7/2

12. (-B)r/3 (-B)-z/s ( -8)r/3(27-us)3

REASONING Show that the cube root of a can be written as ar/3 using an
argument similar to the one given for square roots on the previous page.

10.

r3.

510 Chapter 8 Exponents and Exponential Functions



Qwiscons',"Hffrd*
Lessons 8.1-8.3

TIME The table shows units of lneasurement
of time and the durations of the units in
seconds.

Name ol
unit

Duration
(seconds)

Cigasecond 1oe

Megasecond 106

Millisecond 103
Nanosecond 10 e

Which is the greatest number?

@ Thc number of nanoseconds in
I nrillisecond

@ 'l'he number of nanoseconds in
I megasecond

@ .f ne numbcr ol'megaseconds in
I gigasecond

@ 't'ne numbcr of milliseconds in
I gigasecond

SOUND 'I'he least intense sound that is
audible to the hunran ear has an intensitl,
of about l0 l2 watt per square meter. 'l'he
intensitv of sound lrom a jet engine at a
distance of 30 meters is about 1015 times
greater than the least intense sound. How
intense is the sound (in rvatts per square
meter) 30 meters lrom the jet engine?

@ rooo

@ lo,ooo

COMPUTERS In 2004, the fastest computers
could record about l0l0 bits per second. (A bit
is the smallcst unit of rnenrory storage for
computers.) At the time, scientists believed
tl'rat the speed limit at wl-rich computcrs
could record was about l0l2 bits pcr second.
Horv many times more bits per second was
tl-re speed linrit than the lastest cornputers?

@z @ro2

SUPPLIES A store sells cubical containers
that can be used to store office supplies.

+lin.

+)in.
Write the edge length as an improper fraction
and substitute the length into the fbrn-rula for
the volume ola cube. Which is the volume
(in cubic inches) of the cube?

@ 10'
@ ro'

@ to-.'

@ 10,t

CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE For alr
experiment, a scientist dropped a spoonful,
or about l0-r cubic inch, of biodegradable
olive oil into a poncl to see how the oil would
spread out over the surface ol the pond. The
scientist fbund that the oil spread until it
coverecl an area ofabout 10" square inchcs.
About how thick was the layer of oil that
spread out across the pond? Check your
answer using unit analysis.

The pond has a surlace area ol l(); square
inches. lf the oil spreads to the same
thickness, how nrany cubic inches of olive oil
r,r,ould bc needed to cover the cntire surface of
the pond?

Explctirt how you could find the amount ol oil
needed to cover a pond with a surface area of
l0't scluare inches.

,),.=t PRAcrlcE
classzone.com

4-

@q
2"

@+s

@T
,1i+ I i I (Q) None ofthe ahove

RAINDROPS Clouds contain millions of
tiny spherical water droplets. The radius
of a droplet is around I0 a centinreter. By
cornbining their volunres, the droplets form a
raindrop. 'l'he radius of a spherical raindrop
is l0 -2 centinreter. How many droplets
combine to form I raindrop?

r-JaA) I Li
l0 r

@) loo

@ro @) lo"
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